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THE EQUIVARIANT PARAMETRIZED h-COBORDISM
THEOREM, THE NON-MANIFOLD PART
CARY MALKIEWICH AND MONA MERLING
Abstract. We construct a map from the suspension G-spectrum Σ∞G M of a
smooth compact G-manifold to the equivariant A-theory spectrum AG(M), and
we show that its fiber is, on fixed points, a wedge of stable h-cobordism spectra.
This map is constructed as a map of spectral Mackey functors, which is compati-
ble with tom Dieck style splitting formulas on fixed points. In order to synthesize
different definitions of the suspension G-spectrum as a spectral Mackey functor,
we present a new perspective on spectral Mackey functors, viewing them as mul-
tifunctors on indexing categories for “rings on many objects" and modules over
such. This perspective should be of independent interest.
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1. Introduction
Algebraic K-theory of spaces was introduced by Waldhausen in the 1970s in
[Wal78] to formulate a parametrized version of the classical h-cobordism theorem.
For a closed smooth manifold M , the classical h-cobordism and s-cobordism theo-
rems identify the connected components of the stable h-cobordism space H∞(M),
using the algebraic K-group K1(Z[π1M ]). By contrast, the stable parametrized h-
cobordism theorem relates the entire homotopy type of the space H∞(M) to a space
arising from algebraic K-theory.
While the proof of the stable parametrized h-cobordism theorem and the comple-
tion of Waldhausen’s program was only accomplished 30 years later by Waldhausen,
Jahren and Rognes in [WJR13], A-theory has firmly established itself since its intro-
duction as an essential tool in the study of high-dimensional manifolds. It encodes
the correct higher version of Whitehead torsion, codifying the difference between the
block diffeomorphism group constructed by surgery theory and the actual diffeomor-
phism group, not just on π0 but on the higher homotopy groups as well [WW88].
Moreover, if the manifolds are allowed to have boundary and are stabilized with
respect to arbitrary vector bundles, then A-theory (or more precisely the difference
between Σ∞+X and A(X)) captures the entire difference between a compact smooth
manifold and its underlying homotopy type [Wal82]; see for instance the main result
of [DWW03].
When a manifold M has a group action by a finite group G, we have constructed
an equivariant A-theory spectrum AG(M) with the property that on H-fixed points
for every H, it satisfies a tom Dieck formula
AG(M)
H ≃
∏
(K)≤H
A(MKhWK).
Here WK is the Weyl group NHK/K, and (H) ≤ G denotes conjugacy classes of
subgroups. On π1, it therefore contains as a summand the classical H-equivariant
Whitehead group. It has been known since the 90s that this fixed point decom-
position is necessary for any definition of an equivariant A-theory spectrum that
hopes to be relevant to equivariant h-cobordisms and pseudoisotopies. For a differ-
ent application, a generalization of the Segal conjecture, Rognes has laid some of
the groundwork for this construction in unpublished work from that time.
In [MM19b], we have used the newly developed technology of spectral Mackey
functors [GM, BO15, BO15, Bar, BGS] to construct the G-spectrum AG(M) with
the desired fixed points for all subgroups. There is a naïve guess as the first defini-
tion of equivariant A-theory, corresponding to the equivariant K-theory in [Mer17]
and the K-theory of group actions in [BGS]. In [MM19b] we call it AcoarseG (X) in
because on fixed points it only sees “coarse" G-equivalences, namely G-maps that
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are nonequivariant weak homotopy equivalences. On fixed points it recovers the
bivariant A-theory of the fibration EG ×H X −→ BH as defined by Williams, see
[Wil00, MM19a]. However, AcoarseG (X) does not match our expected input for the
h-cobordism theorem, and this paper will focus solely on AG(X) for a G-space X.
The expected connection to equivariant h-cobordisms can be made more precise
in the following conjecture, which is analogous to the non-equivariant result, and
which is inspired by Goodwillie’s vision for equivariant A-theory.
Conjecture. The G-spectrum AG(X) defined in [MM19b] satisfies a splitting
AG(X) ≃ Σ
∞
GX ×WhG(X),
where ΩWhG(X) is a G-spectrum whose zeroth space is the space of equivariant
h-cobordisms H∞G (X), stabilized with respect to representation disks D(V ).
In this paper we take the first step in the proof of this conjecture. We construct
a map Σ∞GX+ → AG(X) for every G-space X, and in the case of a compact smooth
G-manifold, we show that the fixed points of the fiber of this map split up as a prod-
uct over stable h-cobordism spaces. We summarize the content of Proposition 3.9,
Proposition 3.14, Theorem 3.15 and Theorem 4.13 as follows.
Main Theorem. Let M be a smooth compact G-manifold. There is a fiber se-
quence of G-spectra
HG(M)→ Σ
∞
GM+ → AG(M)
where HG(M) is a G-spectrum with the property that its H-fixed points have un-
derlying infinite loop space
Ω∞HG(M)
H ≃
∏
(K)≤H
H∞(MKhWK),
where H∞ denote the stable h-cobordism spaces.
Part of the content of the theorem above is to construct the map Σ∞GX+ → AG(X)
appropriately. The G-spectrum HG(M) is then defined as the fiber of this map,
so that a priori it has nothing to do with h-cobordism spaces. However, on the
G-fixed points we can apply the nonequivariant stable parametrized h-cobordism
theorem, and conclude that its infinite loop space splits over conjugacy classes into
nonequivariant stable h-cobordism spaces H∞(MHhWH). We can then describe each
of these spaces as the space of h-cobordisms on the subspace of M whose isotropy is
exactly H, with M stabilized by representation discs D(V ). We call this “the non-
manifold part" of the equivariant stable h-cobordism theorem as a homage to the
classical proof of [WJR13], though we note that it is not the equivariant analogue
of that part of their proof.
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The “manifold part" will be the further step of showing that this product space can
be re-assembled into a single space of G-equivariant h-cobordisms on M , stabilized
with respect to representation disks. This requires significantly more geometric
techniques and will appear in joint work with Goodwillie and Igusa. The necessary
definitions and properties of h-cobordism spaces of G-manifolds are also needed in
current work of Igusa and Goodwillie on equivariant higher torsion invariants.
The idea of the proof of the main theorem is to construct a map from the equi-
variant suspension spectrum to the equivariant A-theory spectrum which is com-
patible with the splittings over conjugacy classes on fixed points. We adopt the
same “spectral Mackey functor” approach we took in [MM19b], so the strategy is
to glue together these inclusions along restriction and transfer maps into a map
of G-spectra. This is harder than it appears because it requires us to synthesize
different definitions of the suspension G-spectrum as a spectral Mackey functor in
order to reconcile it with the formulas in [BD17]. In order to achieve this, we give a
new perspective on spectral Mackey functors in terms of multicategories and multi-
functors as a way to express “rings on many objects and modules over such," which
makes the analysis more streamlined.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we review spectral Mackey func-
tors and reinterpret them as multifunctors from parameter multicategories for rings
on many objects and modules over such. Using this language and the multiplicative
comparison of Segal and Waldhausen K-theory from [BO19], we prove an equiva-
lence between two distinct notions of spectral Mackey functor from [GM] and from
[MM19b]. In Section 3, we construct a map of G-spectra Σ∞GX+ → AG(X) that
respects the tom Dieck splittings on the fixed points. For this we use use the cat-
egories of H-equivariant “homotopy discrete retractive spaces” from [BD17] and
the comparison of Mackey functors from the previous section. Lastly, in Section 4
we analyze the fiber of the map Σ∞GM+ → AG(M). Using the non-equivariant
stable parametrized h-cobordism theorem, we show that it has a tom Dieck style
decomposition as a product of nonequivariant stable h-cobordism spectra.
Acknowledgements. We are especially thankful to Tom Goodwillie for sharing his
vision and ideas that are at the core of this program. We also thank Clark Barwick,
Wolfgang Lück, Stefan Schwede, and Shmuel Weinberger for helpful discussions and
encouragement, and to Anna Marie Bohmann and Angélica Osorno for generously
sharing drafts of their work in progress on the multiplicative comparison of Wald-
hausen and Segal K-theory before it appeared. We thank Wojtek Dorabiała and
Bernard Badzioch for patiently explaining to us some of the subtleties in their work
on the fixed points of equivariant A-theory, which we crucially use in this paper.
Lastly, we are immensely grateful to the Max Planck Institute in Bonn for their
hospitality during the fall 2018 semester when both authors were visiting the MPI.
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2. Spectral Mackey functors as multifunctors
We start by reviewing spectral Mackey functors, and giving them a different
interpretation using the language of multifunctors. Recall that a spectrally enriched
category or spectral category R is a “ring on many objects” in Sp: precisely, it is a
collection of spectra Ra,b, one for each pair of objects a, b in R, together with unit
maps S → Ra,a and unital and associative composition maps Ra,b ∧ Rc,a → Rc,b.
A spectrally enriched functor R → Sp is “module over R”: precisely, it is given by
a spectrum Ma for every object a of R, and unital and associative action maps of
spectra Mb ∧ Ra,b →Ma. For a discussion of this perspective, which has inspired
our point of view, see [SS03b]. In this paper, our ring and module spectra all take
values in the category of symmetric spectra from [HSS00, MMSS01], though the
discussions would apply just as well with orthogonal spectra.
LetG be a finite group. There is a ring BG on object set {G/H}H≤G whose spectra
BG(G/H,G/K) are formed by applying Segal K-theory to the symmetric monoidal
category of spans from G/H to G/K. This spectral category was introduced in
[GM], where it is shown that modules over this ring are equivalent to G-spectra.
Theorem 2.1. [GM] There is a Quillen equivalence
BG −Mod ≃ GSp,
where GSp is the category of orthogonal G-spectra.
In [MM19b] we considered an analogous ring on many objects BWaldG , defined
instead as the Waldhausen K-theory of the categories of retractive spaces over
G/H ×G/K. We claimed that forthcoming work would show that the rings BG and
BWaldG are equivalent, and therefore their categories of modules are Quillen equiva-
lent. In this first section we show how to make that theorem precise (Theorem 2.18),
by combining the main result of [BO19] with a framework for studying spectral cat-
egories that re-interprets modules and spectral enrichments in terms of maps of
multifunctors.
This establishes that modules over BG and over B
Wald
G are equivalent to each other.
We can therefore use the term “spectral Mackey functor" to refer to a module over
either of these two spectral categories. Along the equivalence to orthogonal G-
spectra, every spectral Mackey functor produces an orthogonal G-spectrum. This
allows us to build G-spectra in a categorical way from either symmetric monoidal
or Waldhausen categories. In particular, the equivariant A-theory spectrum AG(X)
we are interested in is defined as a module over BWaldG .
2.1. Multicategories and multifunctors. To describe BG and B
Wald
G and their
comparison, and more importantly, to facilitate comparing modules over them, we
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will use the language of multicategories. Recall that a (non-symmetric) multicat-
egory C has a collection of objects, a set of n-ary morphisms C(a1, . . . , an; b) for
every n ≥ 0 and list of objects a1, . . . , an, b, composition maps
C(a11, . . . , a
k1
1 ; b1)× . . .×C(a
1
n, . . . , a
kn
n ; bn)×C(b1, . . . , bn; c)→ C(a
1
1, . . . , a
kn
n ; c)
that are associative, and identity morphisms in C(a; a) that serve as left and right
units for the composition. A multifunctor C → D is a function of objects and of
n-ary morphisms for every n ≥ 0 that respects composition and identity morphisms.
A multinatural transformation η of multifunctors F ⇒ G assigns to each object a
of C a 1-ary morphism η(a) : F (a) → G(a), such that for every n-ary morphism f
in C the square formed from F (f), G(f), and various instances of η commutes. A
detailed definition appears in [BO19].
Example 2.2.
(1) Every monoidal category V gives a multicategory in which the n-ary mor-
phisms are the ordinary morphisms from a1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ an, with a fixed way
to associate ⊗, to b. In particular, symmetric and orthogonal spectra form
multicategories. A multifunctor between two multicategories arising from
monoidal categories corresponds to a monoidal functor.
(2) Any (non-symmetric) operad O is a (non-symmetric) multicategory with
one object. A multifunctor from O to a multicategory that arises from a
monoidal category as in the previous example corresponds precisely to an
O-algebra structure on the object that the unique object of the multicategory
O maps to.
(3) The multicategory Wald has objects Waldhausen categories and n-ary mor-
phisms multiexact functors. The equivalent multicategory Wald∨ has the
same morphisms but the objects are also equipped with a choice of direct
sum functor.
(4) The multicategory SymMon has objects the symmetric monoidal categories
with strict unit, and n-ary morphisms the “multilinear” functors, see [BO19].
The multicategory SymMonwe is defined in the same way except that the
symmetric monoidal categories have chosen subcategories of weak equiva-
lences, preserved by the tensor product.
(5) We can restrict the previous example further to cocartesian monoidal cate-
gories (with strict unit), giving a multicategory coCartMon.
Remark 2.3. Note that [EM06] and [BO15, BO19] work with symmetric multicat-
egories and multifunctors. This is a stronger notion that also encodes commutative
multiplicative structure. In this paper we only need to use non-symmetric multicat-
egories and multifunctors, and we restrict our attention to them for simplicity.
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2.2. Modules over rings on many objects as multifunctors. We can make
sense of rings, modules, and other algebraic structures in a category that has a mul-
ticategory structure, and these notions correspond to the usual notions if the multi-
category structure comes from a monoidal structure such as in Example 2.2(1). The
first to introduce the idea of using multicategories to encode multiplicative structure
at the categorical level and carry it over to K-theory spectra via multifunctors was
[EM06].
The idea employed in [EM06] is to use small parameter multicategories that en-
code the desired algebraic structure and then ask for a multifunctor from such a
parameter multicategory to any multicategory. For example, a multifunctor out of
the multicategory with one object and all multimorphism sets given by ∗ to any mul-
ticategory M picks out an object in M that carries the structure of a ring. In the
case when the multicategory structure onM comes from a monoidal category struc-
ture, a ring in this sense is just a monoid with respect to the monoidal structure. We
refer the reader to [EM06] for a thorough discussion and definitions for parameter
multicategories encoding many kinds of algebraic structures. In the next defini-
tion we introduce parameter multicategories that encode “rings on many objects"
and modules over such, generalizing the definitions os parameter multicategories for
rings and modules from [EM06].
Definition 2.4. Let S be a set. We define the following parameter multicategories.
(1) The multicategory RS has objects S × S, 0-ary morphism sets
RS(; (s, t)) =


∗ s = t
∅ otherwise
and for n > 0, n-ary morphism sets
RS((s1, t1), . . . , (sn, tn); (s, t)) =


∗ s = s1, t1 = s2, . . . , tn−1 = sn, tn = t
∅ otherwise.
When S = ∗, this multicategory is just the non-symmetric associative op-
erad.
(2) The multicategory MS has objects (S × S)∐ S, morphism sets identical to
RS when all the objects are in (S × S), and for n ≥ 0, n-ary morphism sets
that are ∗ for objects of the form
s1, (s1, s2), (s2, s3), . . . , (sn−1, sn); sn
and ∅ otherwise.
The definitions ofRS andMS are arranged precisely to make Lemma 2.5, Lemma 2.7,
and Lemma 2.11 true.
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Lemma 2.5. If V is a monoidal category then each multifunctor RS → V cor-
responds to a V-enriched category with object set S. Each multifunctor MS → V
corresponds to a V-enriched module over that category. Natural transformations
of such multifunctors give maps of enriched categories and maps of modules under
them.
Example 2.6. If V = Sp is the category of orthogonal or symmetric spectra, then
a multifunctor RS → Sp corresponds to a spectral category R with object set S,
which can be viewed as a ring “on many objects" in spectra. Moreover, a functor
MS → Sp corresponds to a spectral category R with object set S and a module
M over R, i.e. a set of spectra Ms indexed on the elements of S, together with
associative and unital action maps Ms ∧ Rt,s → Mt for pairs of objects s, t ∈ S.
Such a module is the same data as a spectrally enriched functor R→ Sp.
A map of R-modulesM→M′, which consists of maps of spectraMs →M
′
s for
all s ∈ S that commute strictly with the action of R, corresponds to a multinatural
transformation of functors MS → Sp, which is the identity on RS .
It is also possible to consider categories indexed on a set S that are enriched in
a multicategory M, rather than just a symmetric monoidal category V. For the
definitions of M-enriched category where M is a multicategory, and M-enriched
functors, see [BO15, Def. 2.5., Def. 2.9.]. A translation of definitions gives the
following lemma.
Lemma 2.7. If M is a multicategory then each multifunctor RS →M corresponds
to an M-enriched category with object set S. Multinatural transformations of such
multifunctors give maps of M-enriched categories.
Example 2.8. Fix a finite group G and let S be the set of subgroups of G. The
coCartMon-enriched category GE from [BO15, Def. 7.2.] assigns each pair of sub-
groups H,K ≤ G to the cocartesian monoidal category of spans
S
||②②
②②
""❊
❊❊
❊
G/H G/K
and composes these categories by taking pullbacks of the spans. This corresponds to
a multifunctor RS → coCartMon, assigning each pair (H,K) to the above category
of spans and each list of subgroups to the functor
GE(H0,H1)× . . .×GE(Hn−1,Hn)→ GE(H0,Hn)
that takes the pullback of all the spans in the list. The postcomposition with the
multifunctor KSeg : SymMon → Sp to symmetric spectra constructed in [EM06]
gives the spectral category BG.
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Example 2.9. Alternatively, we could assign each pair of subgroups H,K ≤ G to
the Waldhausen category of retractive spans SH,K , in other words spans containing
G/H ×G/K as a retract. The pairings outlined in [MM19b, Definition 4.3.] extend
this to a multifunctor RS → Wald. The postcomposition with the multifunctor
KWald : Wald → Sp to symmetric spectra constructed in [Zak18] gives the spectral
category BWaldG .
Remark 2.10. Both examples above adopt the conventions of [GM, §1.1], assuming
that every G-set A is one of the sets {1, . . . , n} with a G-action given by some
homomorphism G −→ Σn, so that the coproduct, product, and pullback are given
by specific formulas that make them associative on the nose. In particular, the
pullback is defined by taking a subset of the product, ordered lexicographically.
This chosen model for the pullback of G-sets has the slight defect that the unit span
G/H
id
zz✉✉
✉✉ id
$$■
■■
■
G/H G/H
is only a left-sided unit for the multiplication on the span category, and this is
rectified by whiskering the category of spans with a formal unit object 1G/H and a
unique isomorphism 1G/H ∼= (G/H)+. For a more detailed discussion of this, see
[GM, §1.1] or [MM19b, Remark 4.1.]
Our use of the parameter multicategoriesRS andMS here reinterprets some of the
concepts that appear in [BO15] in terms of rings on many objects and modules over
them as opposed to enriched categories and functors. Rather than defining GE as a
category enriched in SymMon and defining a module over it as a SymMon-enriched
functor GE → SymMon, and then changing the enrichment to get a spectrally-
enriched functor BG → Sp, we define GE as a multifunctor RS → SymMon, and we
define a module over GE in SymMon as an extension of this to a multifunctorMS →
SymMon. The change of enrichment then simply corresponds to postcomposing this
multifunctor with KSeg : SymMon → Sp to get a multifunctor MS → Sp, which in
turn corresponds to a module over BG, or equivalently a spectrally enriched functor
BG → Sp. The following lemma accomplishes this translation.
Lemma 2.11. Suppose R is a category with object set S enriched over a multicat-
egory M, enriched over itself. An M-enriched functor R → M corresponds to a
multifunctor MS →M which restricts to the multifunctor defining R on RS. Natu-
ral transformations of enriched functors correspond to multinatural transformations
of multifunctors.
In particular, the SymMon-enriched functors GE → SymMon from [BO15] corre-
spond to a multifunctorsMS → SymMon which restrict to the multifunctor defining
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GE on RS . Moreover, the module over B
Wald
G from [MM19b] can be reinterpreted
as a multifunctor.
Example 2.12. Fix a finite group G and let S be the set of subgroups of G. The
main construction in [MM19b, §4] recalled in Section 3.1 below can be restated as
saying that we construct a multifunctor MS → Wald sending (H,K) to the Wald-
hausen category SH,K and H to a category equivalent to the Waldhausen category
RhfH (X) of H-equivariant homotopy finite retractive spaces over X and genuine H-
weak equivalences. Upon postcomposition with the multifunctorKWald : Wald→ Sp
to symmetric spectra constructed in [Zak18], we get a multifunctor BWaldG → Sp, cor-
responding to the module AG(X) over B
Wald
G .
The multiplicative comparison of Waldhausen and SegalK-theory in [BO19] takes
the following form. First note that the multicategory Wald is equivalent to the
multicategory Wald∨ where for each pair of objects, there is a chosen coproduct,
and in all the multifunctors in the examples above we can replace Wald by Wald∨
by making choices of coproducts in the categories SH,K and R
hf
H (X).
Theorem 2.13 ([BO19]). The passage from a Waldhausen category to its underlying
category with direct sum defines a multifunctor
Λ: Wald∨ → coCartMonwe,
where coCartMonwe denotes cocartesian monoidal categories with weak equivalences.
There is a multinatural transformation of multifunctors
Wald∨
KWald(−) ##❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
❋❋
Λ // coCartMonwe
KSeg(w−)xxrrr
rrr
rrr
rr
Sp
Composing this theorem with the multifunctor MS →Wald∨ from above, we get
a map of spectrally-enriched categories and modules over them. When the weak
equivalences are isomorphisms, following K-theory tradition [Wal85], we denote the
subcategory of weak equivalences with an i instead of a w.
Corollary 2.14. There is a map of spectral categories BG → B
Wald
G .
Proof. Let S be the set of subgroups of G. Recall that BWaldG and BG are defined by
the multifunctors
RS
S
−→Wald
KWald
−−−−→ Sp and RS
GE
−−→ coCartMon
KSeg
−−−→ Sp,
respectively.
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Thus by the theorem it is enough to compare the multifunctors
RS
S
−→Wald∨
Λ
−→ coCartMoni and RS
GE
−−→ coCartMon.
By definition, both iΛSH,K and GE(G/H,G/K) are the category of spans from
G/H to G/K and isomorphisms. Composition was defined in both cases via the
explicit model for the pullback given by choosing the subset of the product given by
lexicographic ordering. Thus composition maps agree, and the two multifunctors
agree. 
Corollary 2.15. Suppose {MH} is a B
Wald
G -module. Then, along the map of spectral
categories BG → B
Wald
G from Corollary 2.14, there is a map of spectral Mackey
functors
{KSeg(wΛMH)} // {K
Wald(MH)}.
Proof. The statement is immediate when we view these modules as precomposing
the diagram of multifunctors in Theorem 2.13 with the multifunctor MS →Wald∨
which defines the module {MH}. 
2.3. Equivalences of Waldhausen and Segal K-theory. Now we establish
when these maps of spectral Mackey functors are equivalences.
By [Wal85, §8], the map KSeg(wΛC)→ KWald(C) is an equivalence if C is a Wald-
hausen category with a cylinder functor, satisfying the separation and extension
axiom, and which has split cofibrations up to weak equivalence. In [DGM13], the
authors provide a simplified argument in the case C is an additive category. Un-
fortunately, these results do not apply to our case of interest. The categories of
retractive finite sets and finite G-sets do not have a cylinder functor and are not ad-
ditive. We give a modified version of Waldhausen’s argument which we have learned
from Badzioch and Dorabiała1.
Proposition 2.16. Suppose C is a Waldhausen category with a functorial splitting
of cofibrations with respect to weak equivalences. Then the component at C of the
natural transformation in Theorem 2.13, KSeg(wΛC) → KWald(C), is an equiva-
lence.
By a functorial splitting, we mean a choice for each cofiber sequence a→ b→ c of
a map c→ b such that c→ b→ c is the identity, such that for any weak equivalence
of cofiber sequences as indicated on the left, the corresponding square on the right
1Private communication
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also commutes.
a
∼

// b
∼

// c
∼

b
∼

oo c
∼

a′ // b′ // c′ b′ oo c′
Proof. In this proof, we will freely cite results from [Wal85]. We start by recalling
some notation and definitions from there that we need. For a Waldhausen category
C, the construction wNSeg
q
C (which Waldhausen denotes wN.C) is not the nerve, but
the Γ-category construction associated to the symmetric monoidal category (C,∨),
precomposed with ∆op to get a simplicial category and then forming the nerve
only with respect to weak equivalences. The geometric realization of this is Segal’s
construction of the first space in the Segal K-theory spectrum. By [Wal85, Prop.
1.8.7.], the map KSeg(wΛC)→ KWald(C) is an equivalence if for every object x ∈ C,
the realization |wNSeg
q
(j : C → Cx)| is contractible, where Cx denotes the category
of cofibrant objects under x and j is the functor b 7→ x ∨ b.
By [Wal85, Prop. 1.8.9.] this further simplifies to the statement that the re-
alization |wNSeg
q
(j : C → Cx)| is connected and that |wN
Seg
q
C| → |wNSeg
q
Cx| is a
homotopy equivalence. To show the first condition holds, we observe that every
cofibration x→ a is equivalent to x→ x ∨ a/x, and this is connected to the initial
object x→ x, hence the realization |wNSeg
q
(j : C → Cx)| is connected.
For the second condition, we show the map is an equivalence on each level in the
NSeg
q
direction. Each level is equivalent to an n-fold product of the map |w qC| →
|w qCx| so it suffices to show this map is an equivalence. We define a homotopy inverse
by the functor Cx → C taking x → a to a/x. The composite wC → wCx → wC is
clearly isomorphic to the identity, while the composite wCx → wC → wCx takes
x → a to x → x ∨ a/x. By the assumption that cofiber sequences split in a way
that is functorial with respect to weak equivalences, this also admits a natural
transformation in wCx to the identity. Therefore the map of nerves is a homotopy
equivalence. 
Remark 2.17. The hypotheses of Proposition 2.16 not tend to hold in algebraic
examples, for instance it fails for the category of abelian groups and isomorphisms.
However, it is easily checked to be true in the example of interest to us, namely
the category of retractive finite sets or G-sets, see Lemma 3.20. Essentially, this is
because an invertible matrix of the form
A B
0 C


can have B 6= 0, but if it is a permutation matrix then B = 0.
Theorem 2.18. There is an equivalence of spectral categories BG ≃ B
Wald
G .
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Proof. From the definition, cofiber sequences in SH,K split functorially with respect
to isomorphisms. The theorem follows now immediately from Corollary 2.14 and
Proposition 2.16.

By [SS03a, 6.1], we therefore get the following corollary.
Corollary 2.19. There is a Quillen equivalence of categories of modules
BG −Mod ≃ B
Wald
G −Mod
.
Therefore both of these categories of modules are Quillen equivalent to the cate-
gory of G-spectra, and “spectral Mackey functors" can mean either.
2.4. Pseudo linear maps of modules. In the next section we will compare two
models of equivariant A-theory that are modules over the ring in coCartMon defined
by GE . We will not obtain a strict map of GE-modules, but one that instead com-
mutes with the action of GE up to coherent isomorphism. We capture this formally
in the following definition.
Let S be a set, and suppose R : RS → coCartMon is a multifunctor encoding a
“ring" R of cocartesian monoidal categories with object set S, and M,M ′ : MS →
coCartMon be multifunctors that restricts to R on S × S, encoding “modules" over
R. We use m to denote the multiplication maps for the ring and a to denote the
action maps of the ring on the module.
Definition 2.20. A pseudo linear map of modules f : M → M ′ is a collection of
coproduct-preserving functors f : Ms →M
′
s, one for each object s ∈ S, and for every
pair s, t ∈ S an invertible natural transformation θs,t making the following diagram
commute.
Rs,t ×Mt
id×ft

a //
✠✠✠✠  θs,t
Ms
fs

Rs,t ×M
′
t
a // M ′s
Note that this makes θs,t is a natural transformation of symmetric monoidal functors,
in each slot separately.
We also require that the isomorphisms θ−,− respect units and associativity in the
sense that the following diagrams commute. All the unlabeled 2-cells are equalities.
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(Unit condition: θs,s = id)
Ms
((◗◗
◗◗◗
◗◗◗
= //
fs

Ms
fs

Rs,s ×Ms
fs

✏✏✏✏ θ
a
66♠♠♠♠♠♠♠♠
M ′s
''PP
PPP
PPP
= // M ′s
Rs,s ×M
′
s
a
77♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥
(Associativity condition: θt,r ◦ θs,t = θs,r)
Rs,t ×Rt,r ×Mr
m×id //
id×a **❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯
1×1×fs

Rs,r ×Mr
1×fs

a
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
  | θs,r
✕✕✕✕ θt,r
Rs,t ×Mt
a //
1×fs

Ms
fs

Rs,t ×Rt,r ×M
′
r
m×id //
id×a **❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚ ✚✚ ✚✚	 θs,t
Rs,r ×M
′
r
a
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
Rs,t ×M
′
t
a // M ′s
Next we prove that a pseudo-linear map of modules can be modified up to equiv-
alence to a strict map.
Construction 2.21. Let R be a ring in coCartMon with object set S, and letM be
a module over R. We define a new R-module M as follows. For s ∈ S, the objects
of M s are given by
obM s =
∐
t
obRs,t × obMt,
and a morphism (r,m)→ (r′, n) for r ∈ Rs,t, r
′ ∈ Rs,p and m ∈Mt, n ∈Mp is given
by a morphism rm→ r′n in Ms.
Proposition 2.22. Suppose M is a an R-module in coCartMon. Then M is also
an R-module, and there is an equivalence of R-modules M
∼
→M .
Proof. Each M s is a cocartesian monoidal category because it is equivalent to Ms.
We define the action maps Rs,t ×M t →M s on objects by
(r, (s,m)) 7→ (rs,m),
where r ∈ Rs,t, s ∈ Rt,r, rs ∈ Rs,r and m ∈ Mr. This assignment extends on
morphisms in the obvious way. It is strictly associative, unital, and coproduct
preserving in each slot since the action maps Rs,t ×Ms →Mt are.
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Note that the functors M s → Ms by (r,m) 7→ rm are equivalences of categories
by definition, and therefore are coproduct preserving as well. We have a strictly
commutative diagram
Rs,t ×M t

// M s

Rs,t ×Mt // Ms,
so these equivalences of categories specify a strict map of R-modules. 
Theorem 2.23. A pseudo linear map of R-modules can be modified up to equiva-
lence to a strict map of R-modules.
Proof. We will show that given a pseudo linear map of R-modules f : M → M ′,
there is a strict map of R-modules f : M → M ′. On objects, f(r,m) = (r, f(m)).
On morphisms, for a map rm→ sn, we define f as the composite
rf(m) ∼=
θ // f(rm) // f(sn) ∼=
θ−1 // sf(n).
We claim that for every s, t ∈ S there are commutative diagrams
Rs,t ×M t

// M s

Rs,t ×M
′
t
// M ′s.
On objects, it is clear: starting with r, (s,m) ∈ Rs,t ×M t, both composites give
rs, f(m). On morphisms, given r1 → r2 in Rs,t and (s1,m1) → (s2,m2) in M t,
namely a map s1m1 → s2m2 in Mt, the following diagram, where the top represents
the top down composite and the bottom represents the down right composite in the
diagram above, commutes by the hypotheses for θ required in Definition 2.20.
r1s1f(m1) ∼=
θ // f(r1s1m1) // f(r2s2m2)
∼=θ−1

∼=
θ−1 // r2s2f(m2)
r1s1f(m1)
=
OO
∼=
θ // r1f(s1m1)
θ ∼=
OO
// r2f(s2m2) ∼=
θ−1 // r2s2f(m2)
=
OO
Finally, f is coproduct-preserving because on the equivalent subcategory on objects
of the form (1,m), it is simply f , which is assumed to be coproduct-preserving. 
Remark 2.24. Suppose f : M →M ′ is actually a strict map of R-modules, namely
that all θ = id. Then the definition of f restricts to the functor induced by f , which
on morphisms rm → sn is just given by f(rm) → f(sn) since f commutes with
the R-action. It is also easy to check that this procedure is functorial (preserves
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compositions and units) if f . Therefore if we have a functor from some category to
R-modules and strict maps, postcomposing with this thickening gives an equivalent
functor into R-modules and strict maps.
Remark 2.25. In [MM19b, Proposition 4.13] we used the M construction to stric-
tify a “pseudo module" M , namely an action of R on M that is only associative
and unital up to coherent isomorphism. We expect that with more effort one could
integrate these strictifications into a single definition, where the multiplication on
R, the action on M , and the map M → M ′ all satisfy associativity up to coher-
ent isomorphisms that are suitably compatible, and that a single construction can
be shown to strictify the multiplication, the action maps and the map M → M ′
simultaneously.
Lastly, we check naturality properties of this strictification procedure.
Definition 2.26. Suppose f : M → M ′ and g : N → N ′ are pseudo-linear trans-
formations of R-modules, where R is a ring on object set S in coCartMon. We say
that linear maps of modules α : M → N and β : M ′ → N ′ specify a natural map
of pseudo-linear transformations if the following cube of 2-cells commutes (the top,
bottom, and sides of the cube are equalities, only the front and back have θs,t).
Rs,t ×Mt
a //
1×α **❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯
1×ft

✕✕✕✕ θs,t
Ms
fs

α
**❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯❯
Rs,t ×Nt
a //
✕✕✕✕ θs,t
1×gt

Ns
gs

Rs,t ×M
′
t
a //
1×β **❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
M ′s
β
**❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
Rs,t ×N
′
t
a // N ′s
In particular, we have gsα = βfs for all s ∈ S.
Lemma 2.27. Suppose that f : M → M ′ and g : N → N ′ are pseudo-linear trans-
formations of R-modules and that α : M → N and β : M ′ → N ′ specify a natural
map of pseudo-linear transformations. Then the following diagram of linear maps
of modules strictly commutes.
M
α
//
f

N
g

M ′
β
// N ′
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Proof. Let s ∈ S. We want to show that the square
Ms
α
//
f

Ns
g

M ′s
β
// N ′s
commutes. On objects, it commutes by definition, since we are assuming gα = βf .
For a morphism γ : rm→ sn, we need to show that the following rectangle commutes
rgα(m)
θ
∼=
//
=

grα(m)
gα(γ)
//
=

gsα(n)
θ
∼=
//
=

sgα(n)
=

β(rf(m))
β(θ)
∼=
// β(f(rm))
βf(γ)
// β(f(sn))
θ
∼=
// β(sf(n))
The middle square again commutes because we are assuming gα = βf , and the
commutativity of left and right squares follows from the assumed commutativity of
the cube in Definition 2.26. 
3. The map Σ∞GX+ → AG(X)
In this section we construct a map of G-spectra Σ∞GX+ → AG(X) that respects
the tom Dieck splittings on the fixed points. Since AG(X) arises from a spectral
Mackey functor, we do this by constructing a map of spectral Mackey functors.
The main difficulty is that AG(X) arises from a module over B
Wald
G , whereas the
suspension spectrum Σ∞GX+ is defined in [GM17] as a certain module over BG. We
therefore have to define a new module over BWaldG that models Σ
∞
GX+, and map it
into AG(X). Defining the module is not so hard, but proving that it models Σ
∞
GX+
takes a fair amount of work, and is the main theorem of this section (Theorem 3.15).
The proof builds on the result from [BD17] that identifies the spectra for each value
H of the module, on Theorem 2.13 from [BO19] and on the coherence machinery of
Theorem 2.23 to relate it back to the BG-module from [GM17] that models Σ
∞
GX+.
3.1. Review of the definition of AG(X). We first recall our construction of
equivariant A-theory AG(X) for a G-space X. We refer the reader to [MM19b] for
the details of the construction.
Definition 3.1. ([MM19b, Definition 4.13]) For each subgroup H ≤ G, let RH(X)
be the category of H-equivariant retractive spaces Y over X. The weak equivalences
are those inducing weak equivalences on the fixed points Y L for all L ≤ H. The
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cofibrations are the maps Y −→ Z with the H-equivariant FHEP: there is an H-
equivariant, fiberwise retract
Z × I −→ Y × I ∪Y×1 Z × 1.
In particular, when L ≤ H, the L-fixed points of a cofibration are a cofibration
in R(XL). Let RhfH (X) be the subcategory of objects which are retracts in the
homotopy category of RH(X) of finite relative H-cell complexes X −→ Y .
2
The span categories SH,K act on these categories of retractive spaces, in the
sense that there are bi-exact functors RH(X) × SH,K → RK(X), preserving the
subcategory of homotopy finite retractive spaces.
To define the action of a span, we change the categories RH(X) up to equivalence.
For any left G-space X we give the category R(X) of non-equivariant retractive
spaces a left G-action by “conjugation,” sending X
i
→ Y
p
→ X to X
i◦g−1
→ Y
g◦p
→ X.
We let EG be the contractible category with object set G, with G acting on the
objects by left multiplication. For each H ≤ G we construct the homotopy fixed
point category
R(X)hH := Cat(EG×G/H,R(X))G.
An object in this category consists of aG-equivariant functor F : EG×G/H → R(X).
For each (g1, g2H) ∈ EG × G/H, let F (g1, g2H) denote the total space Y of the
retractive space in the image of this functor. Since the G-action on R(X) preserves
this object, the G-equivariance of F implies that
F (g1, g2H) = F (gg1, gg2H)
for all g ∈ G. (Only the map to X changes.) In particular there is an equality
F (e,H) = F (h,H) for all h ∈ H. We can therefore define an action of h on F (e,H)
by composing this equality with the action of F on one of the morphisms in EG:
F (e,H) F (h,H)
F (h→e,H)
// F (e,H).
This gives an H-action on F (e,H), making it into a retractive H-space over X.
Lemma 3.2. ([MM19b, Prop 3.1]) This gives an equivalence of categories R(X)hH ≃
RH(X).
To each map of finite G-sets p : S → T we consider the pullback functor
p∗ : Cat(EG× T,R(X))G → Cat(EG× S,R(X))G
that simply composes with p, and its left adjoint pushforward or transfer map
p! : Cat(EG× S,R(X))
G → Cat(EG× T,R(X))G.
2We have switched from the upperscript notation RH(X) from [MM19b] to the subscript notation
RH(X) in order to match with the notation in [BD17].
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We define the action of the span G/H
p
←− S
q
−→ G/K on the functor F ∈ R(X)hH by
F ∗ S := q!p
∗F ∈ R(X)hK .
Explicit formulas for these maps appear in [MM19b, §4]. In the special case of a
span of the form G/H
p
←− G/L
q
−→ G/K, this action can be concretely described by
the following geometric formulas, see [MM19b, Prop. 4.14]:
• If L = K and L ≤ H, the span acts by the functor p∗ : RH(X) → RL(X)
that restricts the H-action to an L-action.
• If L = K and L is conjugate to H, the span acts by a functor c∗ : RH(X)→
RL(X) that transforms the H-action to an L-action by conjugating each
element of L.
• If L = H and L ≤ K, the span acts by the functor q! : RL(X) → RK(X)
that is the left adjoint to restriction. It applies K ×L (−) to the retractive
space Y , but collapses the subspace K ×L X back down to X.
Returning to general spans, we use Beck-Chevalley isomorphisms to show that
their action is associative and unital up to canonical isomorphism. We then replace
R(X)hH with the thickened version R(X)hH as defined in Construction 2.21. Explic-
itly, an object is a triple (J, F, S) of a subgroup J ≤ G, a functor F ∈ R(X)hJ , and a
span S ∈ SJ,H , morphisms defined as if this object were the object F ∗S ∈ R(X)
hH ,
cf Remark 2.25. The action of spans is defined so that
(3) SH,K ×R(X)
hH
∼

//❴❴❴❴ R(X)hK
∼

SH,K ×R(X)
hH // R(X)hK
commutes up to canonical (Beck-Chevalley) isomorphism. Then the action of spans
is strictly associative and unital.
Finally, we restrict to the subcategory R(X)hHhf consisting of those objects whose
image in RH(X) is homotopy finitely dominated. Using the above formulas from
[MM19b, Prop. 4.14], we directly check that the action of each span preserves this
subcategory, so the subcategories also form a module of Waldhausen categories over
S. Taking Waldhausen K-theory gives a module over BWaldG , and the associated
G-spectrum we call AG(X).
3.2. Homotopy discrete retractive spaces. Next we introduce the categories of
discrete and homotopy discrete retractive spaces.
Definition 3.4. (Discrete retractive spaces.) For a G-space X, let RδG(X) be the
subcategory of RG(X) of G-spaces X
i
−→ Y
p
−→ X of the form Y = i(X) ⊔ S for a
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finite G-set S. Morphisms are G-maps over and under X. A map Y → Y ′ is a weak
equivalence if it is an isomorphism and a cofibration if it is injective.3
Definition 3.5. (Homotopy discrete retractive spaces.) For a G-space X, let
RhδG (X) be the subcategory of RG(X) of retractive G-spaces X
i
−→ Y
p
−→ X of the
form Y = YX ⊔
⊔n
i=1(Di ×G/H), where the Di are contractible spaces with trivial
action and G acts diagonally on Di ×G/H, such that
• i(X) ⊆ YX ,
• the inclusion i(X)→ YX is a G-homotopy equivalence,
• and the map i : X → Y has the G-homotopy extension property (HEP).
Morphisms are G-maps over and under X. A map Y → Y ′ is a weak equivalence if
it is a weak G-homotopy equivalence, as in Definition 3.1.
A map is a cofibration if it is has the G-HEP and is injective on π0.
4
When G = 1 we drop it from the notation. The categories RδG(X) and R
hδ
G (X)
are Waldhausen and the inclusions RδG(X) → R
hδ
G (X) → R
hf
G (X) → RG(X) are
exact.
Remark 3.6. In the definition of Rhδ, we cannot insist that YX is always isomorphic
to X, i.e. the retractive spaces are all of the form i(X) ⊔
⊔n
i=1Di, because then the
pushout axiom for a Waldhausen category would fail.
Now for each H ≤ G, pull back these full subcategories and their Waldhausen
structures along the equivalences of categories
R(X)hH
∼ // R(X)hH
∼ // RH(X)
to get new Waldhausen categories
R(X)hHδ ⊆ R(X)
hH
hδ ⊆ R(X)
hH
hf ⊆ R(X)
hH ,
(7) R(X)hHδ ⊆ R(X)
hH
hδ ⊆ R(X)
hH
hf ⊆ R(X)
hH .
In the discrete case, this subcategory can also be described as the homotopy fixed
points of Rδ(X):
Lemma 3.8. For each G-space X, there is an equivalence of Waldhausen categories
Rδ(X)hH ≃ RδH(X).
3We note that the category RδG(X), viewed as a permutative category, is called FG(X) in [GM17].
4The category RhδG (X) is called FG(X) in [BD17]. This and the previous footnote show why we
stayed away from the name FG(X).
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In general, however, performing these operations in different orders gives differ-
ent categories. For instance, (Rhδ(X))hH differs from R(X)hHhδ because their objects
have different finiteness conditions and different Waldhausen structures (weak equiv-
alences and cofibrations). This is the main reason why the following proof and the
proof of [MM19b, Prop. 4.17] are done “by hand.”
Proposition 3.9. The exact inclusions of Waldhausen categories in Equation 7 give
maps of S-modules in Waldhausen categories, therefore after applying KWald they
give maps of BWaldG -modules.
Proof. It is enough to show that for a span G/H
p
←− S
q
−→ G/K, the action
(− ∗ S) : RH(X)→ RK(X),
when restricted to RhδH (X) lands in R
hδ
K (X), and similarly for R
δ
H(X) and R
δ
K(X).
We will only discuss the case of Rhδ in detail, because the argument for Rδ is similar
and much simpler. As in [MM19b, Prop. 4.14], it is enough to consider the case
where S is an orbit G/L, and then this further breaks down into just three cases.
Case 1. L = K and L ≤ H. The span acts by the functor p∗ : RH(X)→ RL(X)
that restricts the H-action to the action of L. When we restrict the H-action on an
object of the form Y = YX ⊔
⊔
(Di ×H/Hα), since the orbits H/Hα are isomorphic
as L-sets to disjoint unions of orbits L/Lα, we clearly get an L-space of the form
Y = YX ⊔
⊔
(Di×L/Lα), where i : X ⇆ YX :r are inverse L-homotopy equivalences,
and an H-cofibration X → Y is an L-cofibration for any L ≤ H. Therefore p∗
restricts to a functor RhδH (X)→ R
hδ
L (X).
Case 2. L = K and L′ = H are conjugate. Fix a g such that L′ = gLg−1 and let
c : G/L
∼=−→ G/L′ be the isomorphism of G-sets given by hL 7→ hg−1L′. Then the
span acts by the functor c∗ : RL′(X)→ RL(X) sending the L
′-equivariant retractive
space (Y, i, p) to the retractive space (Y, i ◦ g, g−1 ◦ p), with each element ℓ ∈ L
acting on Y though the group isomorphism L → L′, ℓ 7→ gℓg−1 ∈ L′. Again, when
we change the L′-action on a space Y of the form Y = YX⊔
⊔
(Di×L
′/L′α) in R
hδ
L′ (X)
to this L-action, we get an L-space of the form Y = YX ⊔
⊔
(Di×L/Lα). We deduce
that the inclusion (i◦g−1)(X) ⊆ YX is an L-equivariant homotopy equivalence with
the L-equivariant homotopy extension property from the fact that the same is true
for i(X) ⊆ YX with L
′. Therefore c∗ restricts to a functor c∗ : RhδL′ (X)→ R
hδ
L (X).
Case 3. L ≤ K and L = H. The span acts by the functor q! : RL(X)→ RK(X)
that on each retractive L-equivariant space Y is the pushout
K ×L Y // q!Y
K ×L X //
OO
X.
OO
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If Y = YX ⊔
⊔
(Di × L/Lα) then
K ×L Y ∼= (K ×L YX) ⊔
⊔
(Di ×K/Lα),
q!Y ∼=
(
(K ×L YX) ∪(K×LX) X
)
⊔
⊔
(Di ×K/Lα)
∼= q!YX ⊔
⊔
(Di ×K/Lα)
Since K×L− preserves equivariant cofibrations and homotopy equivalences, so does
q!, and therefore X → q!YX is an equivariant cofibration and homotopy equivalence.
Therefore q! restricts to a functor q! : R
hδ
L (X)→ R
hδ
K (X).

The above constructions are all functorial in X. As for ordinary A-theory, this
requires a careful definition, see for instance [RS14, Rem 3.5].
Definition 3.10. Fix a set U of size 2|R| and declare that, by definition, each
retractive space Y over X has as its underlying set X ⊔ S where S ⊆ U . To
each G-equivariant map f : X → X ′ of base spaces, define the pushforward functor
f! : R(X)→ R(X
′) by taking each space Y = X ⊔ S to the pushout Y ∪X X
′, with
underlying set X ′ ⊔ S, and projection to X ′ by S → X
f
→ X ′.
Lemma 3.11. This construction is strictly functorial, i.e. (f ′ ◦ f)! = f
′
!f!, and
strictly G-equivariant, i.e. g ◦ f! = f! ◦ g for all g ∈ G.
As a result the homotopy fixed point categories R(X)hH are also functorial in
X, by composing each G-equivariant functor F : EG × G/H → R(X) with the G-
equivariant functor f! : R(X)→ R(X
′).
Remark 3.12. In this paper the notation (−)! refers to two different kinds of
pushforward functors, a pushforward p! on fixed point categories R(X)
hH when p is
a map of finite G-sets G/H → G/K, and a pushforward f! : R(X) → R(X
′) when
f is a map of G-spaces X → X ′. The meaning should be clear from which map
is being shrieked, but we will reinforce this distinction by only using f to refer to
maps of base spaces, never to maps of finite G-sets.
For each map of finite G-sets p : S → T , the operation f! strictly commutes with
p∗, and it strictly commutes with p! as soon as we fix for each t ∈ T an injection⊔
p−1(t) U → U , so that we know how to embed disjoint unions alongX intoX⊔U . It
furthermore preserves maps between spans, so that the following square of categories
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strictly commutes.
SH,K ×R(X)
hK
id×f!

//
✒✒✒✒ =
R(X)hH
f!

SH,K ×R(X
′)hK // R(X ′)hH
We define f! on the strictifications R(X)
hH by sending the object (J, F, S) to (J, f! ◦
F, S), and defining it on morphisms so that following square commutes.
R(X)hH
∼

f! //❴❴❴❴ R(X ′)hH
∼

R(X)hH
f! // R(X ′)hH
We then check that the square
SH,K ×R(X)
hK
id×f!

//
✑✑✑✑ =
R(X)hH
f!

SH,K ×R(X
′)hK // R(X ′)hH
commutes. On objects this is immediate. On morphisms in the R(X)hK direction,
as in part 7 of the proof of [MM19b, Prop 4.11], it boils down to the commutativity
of
(13) f! ◦ (S ∗ T ) ∗ F
BC
∼=
// f! ◦ (S ∗ (T ∗ F ))
(S ∗ T ) ∗ (f! ◦ F )
BC
∼=
// S ∗ (T ∗ (f! ◦ F )),
and on morphisms in the SH,K direction it similarly boils down to checking that f!
commutes with the map (S ∗ T ) ∗ F → (S′ ∗ T ) ∗ F for a map of spans S → S′. In
both cases the equalities follow because f! only changes the basepoint section, and
doesn’t interfere with the summands that the other operations are re-arranging.
This finishes the proof of the following proposition.
Proposition 3.14. Each of the constructions from this section defines a spectral
Mackey functor that is functorial in the X variable.
3.3. Σ∞GX+ as a spectral Mackey functor. We have constructed a map of spec-
tral Mackey functors
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
→
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhf
)}
,
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inducing a map from some G-spectrum into AG(X). So it remains to prove that
this G-spectrum is Σ∞GX+:
Theorem 3.15. The G-spectrum modeled by
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
is naturally equiv-
alent to Σ∞GX+, as a functor from G-spaces to G-spectra.
The proof occupies the rest of the section. We first reduce the statement to the
case when X is a finite G-set, essentially by proving that both functors are enriched
homotopy left Kan extensions from the subcategory of G-orbits G/H to all G-spaces.
To make sense of this, we first have to make the two functors simplicially enriched.
We only know that they are homotopy functors (i.e. they preserve equivalences),
but there is a standard trick to convert homotopy functors into simplicial functors,
going back at least as far as [Wal85, Lem 3.1.2]. The argument is given in detail in
[MM19a, Lem 3.4] for contravariant functors. The argument for covariant functors
is essentially the same but uses the realization |[n] 7→ F (MapsSet(∆
n,X))| instead
of |[n] 7→ F (∆n × X)|. The fact that X is a G-space only adds a few additional
points to the proof, checking that the maps we feed into the functor F are indeed
equivariant maps. This proves the following.
Lemma 3.16. Let F be a homotopy functor from unbased G-spaces to G-spectra.
Then F can be replaced up to a zig-zag of equivalences of functors, functorial in F ,
by a simplicially enriched functor.
Next we define an equivariant assembly map for any enriched functor F from G-
spaces to G-spectra; for a comprehensive discussion of equivariant assembly maps,
see [DL98]. Let X q be any G-simplicial set – as for G-spaces, an equivalence of G-
simplicial sets is a map that is an equivalence on the H-fixed points |X q|H ∼= |XH
q
|
for all H ≤ G. Let O(G)+ denote the orbit category with objects G/H, and let F
be any simplicial functor from unbased G-spaces to G-spectra.
Define the bar construction B(F (G/−),O(G)+, |X q|
−
+) as the realization of the
simplicial G-spectrum
q 7→
∨
H1,...,Hq
F (G/Hq) ∧ OG(G/Hq, G/Hq−1)+ ∧ . . . ∧ OG(G/H2, G/H1)+ ∧ |X q|
H1
+ ,
where F (G/Hq) is a G-spectrum and the other spaces in the smash product have
trivial G-action. Note that |X q|H1 ∼= |XH1
q
| ∼= |MapsSet(G/H1,X q)|, where G/H1
is viewed as a constant simplicial set and so the simplicial enrichment of F pro-
vides a map from the above expression to F (|X q|), compatible with the faces and
degeneracies.
This defines the equivariant assembly map
(17) B(F (G/−),O(G)+, |X q|
−
+)→ F (|X q|).
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Though we will not formalize this, F is an enriched homotopy left Kan extension
from the subcategory of G-orbits precisely when (17) an equivalence. Note also that
this definition makes sense for any homotopy functor F , in light of Lemma 3.16 and
the fact that the assembly map respects weak equivalences in the F variable. This
condition is really a variant of the “excisive” condition from Goodwillie calculus
[Goo90], only the source category is G-spaces instead of spaces, so the one-point
space is replaced by the orbits G/H for all H.
Remark 3.18. Note that since F is a homotopy functor, for any G-space X, we
have an equivalence F (|Sing
q
(X)| → F (X)|, thus at the cost of defining the assembly
map via a zig-zag, we could define it for all G-spaces, not only realizations of simpli-
cial G-set. Alternatively, we could also define the equivariant assembly map using
categories of simplices, which eliminates the need to make F simplicially enriched,
but the proofs become longer. However, defining the assembly map on G-spaces of
the form |X q| will be enough for us to draw the conclusion that we want.
Proposition 3.19. Let F be a functor from G-spaces to G-spectra with the property
that it agrees on H-fixed points with (Σ∞GX+)
H for every subgroup H. Then the
equivariant assembly map (17) is a G-equivalence of G-spectra for every G-space of
the form |X q|.
Proof. First note that a functor as in the proposition is a homotopy functor, since
equivalences in G-spectra are determined on fixed points. It therefore has an equi-
variant assembly map.
We show that for any subgroup H, the nonequivariant map of genuine fixed point
spectra
B(F (G/−),O(G)+, |X q|
−
+)
H → F (|X q|)H
is an equivalence. Since taking genuine fixed points commutes up to equivalence with
geometric realizations, coproducts, and smashing with a space with trivial G-action,
this reduces to proving that the map
B(F (G/−)H ,O(G)+, |X q|
−
+)→ F (|X q|)
H
is an equivalence. Since this only uses the H-fixed point information of F (X), it is
therefore enough to prove this statement for Σ∞G (−)+. Pulling out the suspension
spectrum from both sides of (17), the assembly map for Σ∞G (−)+ becomes the
equivalence in the statement of Elmendorf’s theorem for G-spaces; see also [DL98].

By [BD17, Theorem 1.1.], KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)
is equivalent to (Σ∞GX+)
H , and by
Proposition 3.9
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
≃
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
assemble into a spec-
tral Mackey functor. Thus the functor from G-spaces to G-spectra determined by
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sending a G-space X to the G-spectrum modeled by this spectral Mackey func-
tor satisfies the hypothesis in Proposition 3.19, therefore its equivariant assembly
map is an equivalence for G-spaces of the form |X q|. Thus when F is either our
spectral Mackey functor or the suspension G-spectrum, for any G-space X, we get
equivalences of G-spectra
B(F (G/−),O(G)+, |Sing q(X)|
−
+)
≃
−→ F (|Sing
q
(X)|)
≃
−→ F (X).
Therefore each of these functors is equivalent to the source of its assembly map,
which only depends on the behavior of the functor on the orbit category O(G). We
have therefore reduced the proof of Theorem 3.15 to showing that the two functors
are equivalent when restricted to finite G-sets.
It remains to prove that our spectral Mackey functor
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
is nat-
urally equivalent to the suspension spectrum Σ∞GX+, as X ranges over all finite
G-sets. Under this restriction, we can simplify our spectral Mackey functor as fol-
lows:
{
KSeg
(
iΛR(X)hHδ
)}
∼ //
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHδ
)}
∼ //
{
KWald
(
R(X)hHhδ
)}
The left-hand map of Mackey functors is the map from Corollary 2.15 over the
equivalence BG
≃
−→ BWaldG . The following lemma is immediate from the definitions,
and by Proposition 2.16 implies this is an equivalence of Mackey functors (i.e. gives
an equivalence on K-theory spectra at each H ≤ G).
Lemma 3.20. The cofiber sequences in RδH(X) split in a way that is functorial
along weak equivalences, as in Proposition 2.16.
The right-hand map of Mackey functors is an equivalence by the following lemma.
Lemma 3.21. When X is discrete, i.e. a G-set, the inclusion RδG(X) → R
hδ
G (X)
induces an equivalence on Waldhausen K-theory.
Proof. We define an exact functor the other way by sending each retractive space Y
over X to its set of connected components, X⊔π0(Y \YX). (If X is not discrete, this
does not produce a space over X in a natural way.) The composite Rδ → Rhδ → Rδ
is naturally isomorphic to the identity functor, while Rhδ → Rδ → Rhδ is naturally
weakly equivalent to the identity, along the map Y → X ⊔ π0(Y \ YX) that projects
YX to X and collapses each disc to a point. 
Remark 3.22. The above lemma is consistent with the fact that whenX is discrete,
both K(Rδ(X)) and K(Rhδ(X)) are equivalent to Σ∞+X. For more general spaces
X, K(Rhδ(X)) is still the suspension spectrum of X, but K(Rδ(X)) is only the
suspension spectrum of its underlying set.
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We are left with a Mackey functor of symmetric monoidal categories over GE ,
which can be compared directly to the Mackey functor from the following result.
Theorem 3.23 ([BO15], Thm. 9.4.). Let X be a finite G-set. The BG-module given
by KSeg(GE(−,X)) represents the suspension G-spectrum Σ∞GX+.
3.4. Reconciling the different models for Σ∞GX. We have now reduced the
problem to giving a natural map of GE-modules in cocartesian monoidal categories
{
iΛR(X)hHδ
}
H≤G
→ {GE(G/H,X)}H≤G
that for each H is an equivalence of categories, and therefore gives an equivalence
of Segal K-theory spectra. By Theorem 2.23, it is enough to give a pseudo linear
map of modules. By Remark 2.24 and Lemma 2.27, to make this natural in X it is
enough to make the pseudo linear map natural in the sense of Definition 2.26.
We begin by concretely describing the map up to equivalence of categories. Recall
that the category iΛ
(
RδH(X)
)
consists of retractive H-spaces over X of the form
X → X ⊔ S → X, with isomorphisms between them and symmetric monoidal
structure given by sum under X. On the other hand GE(G/H,X) consists of finite
G-sets over G/H ×X, with disjoint union. We map
iΛ
(
RδH(X)
)
→ GE(G/H,X)
by sendingX⊔S with projection p to the set G×HS, with each point (g, s) ∈ G×HS
projecting to gH ∈ G/H and gp(s) ∈ X. This operation is an equivalence of
categories and therefore preserves the coproduct. The inverse functor takes each
span G/H
ρ
←− S
p
−→ X to X ⊔ ρ−1(eH), with the map to X provided by p.
Proposition 3.24. Let X be a finite G-set. There is a pseudo linear map (Definition 2.20)
of GE-modules in coCartMon
{iΛR(X)hHδ } → {GE(G/H,X)}
that is natural in X, and up to equivalence agrees with the equivalence of categories
described just above.
Proof. Since we are only considering isomorphisms between discrete retractive spaces,
we can ignore the basepoint section. So when we write F (g1, g2K), we mean just the
disjoint set and not the copy of X. Combining the above discussion with Lemma 3.2
and Lemma 3.8 gives an equivalence of categories
fK : iΛR(X)
hK
δ
Lemma 3.8
≃ iΛ(Rδ(X))hK
Lemma 3.2
≃ iΛRδK(X)→ GE(G/K,X)
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taking each functor F : EG×G/K → Rδ(X) to the G-set over G/K ×X given by
G×K F (e,K)
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
♥
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖❖
G/K X,
with k ∈ K acting on F (e,K) by
F (e,K) F (k,K)
F (k→e,K)
// F (e,K).
The fact that F is G-equivariant implies that the square below commutes. This
demonstrates that the action of k on F (e,K) can equally well be understood as the
action of any arrow in EG that “right multiplies by k−1.”
F (e,K)
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘❘❘
❘
F (k,K)
F (k→e,K)
// F (e,K)
F (g, gK)
F (g→gk−1,K)
// F (gk−1, gK).
Next we define natural isomorphisms
(25) GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
id×fK

//
✖✖✖✖ θH,K
iΛR(X)hHδ
fH

GE(G/H,G/K) ×GE(G/K,X) // GE(G/H,X).
Let G/H
p
←− S
q
−→ G/K be a span in GE(G/H,G/K) and EG×G/K
F
−→ Rδ(X) be
a functor in the top-left category. The bottom-left route takes (S,F ) to the span
S ×G/K (G×K F (e,K))
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥
))❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙
G/H X
and the top-right route takes it to the span
G×H
(∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i))
)
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥
))❚❚❚
❚❚❚❚
❚❚❚
G/H X.
so we just need a natural isomorphism between these two spans.
We first explain how we calculated these in a little more detail. The first is
essentially by definition, since fK produces G ×K F (e,K) and S acts by pulling
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back from G/K to S. For the second, S first acts on F , producing the functor
S ∗F = p!q
∗F : EG×G/H → Rδ(X). We recall from [MM19b, Def 4.7] the formula
(S∗F )(g1, g2H) = (p!q
∗F )(g1, g2H) = g1


∐
i∈p−1(g−1
1
g2H)
F (e, q(i))

 ∼=
∐
j∈p−1(g2H)
F (g1, q(j)),
The above isomorphism is chosen to be the canonical map that commutes the functor
g1 with the coproduct, plus the equality
g1F (e, q(i)) = F (g1, g1q(i)) = F (g1, q(j)) for j = g1i.
This isomorphism is used to define the adjunction between p! and p
∗ on the categories
of G-equivariant functors, and to define the action of p!q
∗F on morphisms in EG×
G/H. Each morphism (g1 → g3, g2H) is sent to the coproduct morphism
g1
(∐
i∈p−1(g−1
1
g2H)
F (e, q(i))
)
OO
∼=

g3
(∐
i∈p−1(g−1
3
g2H)
F (e, q(i))
)
OO
∼=
∐
j∈p−1(g2H) F (g1, q(j))
∐
F (g1→g3,q(j))
// ∐
j∈p−1(g2H) F (g3, q(j)).
With these choices p! is indeed the equivariant left adjoint of p
∗, well-defined up to
a canonical equivariant isomorphism that arises either from the uniqueness of left
adjoints or through uniqueness of the coproduct (both give the same map).
Using the fact that the h-action onR(X) preserves total spaces and the morphisms
between them, we compute that the h-action on
(p!q
∗F )(e,H) =
∐
i∈p−1(H)
F (e, q(i))
is the map that sends the i summand to the hi-summand by
F (e, q(i)) F (h, q(hi))
F (h→e,q(hi))
// F (e, q(hi)).
As a consistency check, we see directly that the map
∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i))→ X is
H-equivariant. At any rate, this is the H-action that we use when we apply fH .
Now we define the isomorphism
S ×G/K (G×K F (e,K)) G×H
(∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i))
)
.//
θH,K
∼=
oo
Heuristically, each one is a coproduct over S of various values of F , so the trick is
to pick the right identification between these values. We assign a triple (s, g, x) ∈
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S ×G× F (e,K) to the triple (γ, i, y) ∈ G ×
∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i)) by taking γ to be
a lift of p(s) to G:
G
((PP
PPP
P Sp
vv♥♥♥
♥♥♥
γ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ G/H s
ww♦♦♦
♦♦♦
γH = p(s)
Then take i = γ−1s, and y to be the image of x under any of the maps in the
commuting diagram
(26) x ∈ F (e,K)
F (e→g−1γ,K)
// F (g−1γ,K)
F (g, gK)
F (g→γ,gK)
// F (γ, gK)
F (g, γq(i))
F (g→γ,γq(i))
// F (γ, γq(i))
F (γ−1g, q(i))
F (γ−1g→e,q(i))
// F (e, q(i)) ∋ y.
This diagram uses the equality gK = q(s) = γq(i). The following diagram is
helpful for quickly checking this and several other equalities in this proof.
G
((PP
PPP
P Sp
uu❦❦❦❦
❦❦❦❦ q
**❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱ G
tt❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
❥❥
γ
''❖❖
❖❖❖
❖ G/H γi = s
uu❧❧❧❧ **❯❯❯❯
❯❯❯
G/K g
uu❥❥❥❥
❥❥❥❥
γH = p(s) γq(i) = q(s) = gK
If we replace γ by γh, we instead get the triple (γh, h−1i, h−1y), by appending
the following commuting diagram to the bottom of (26):
F (γ−1g, q(i))
F (γ−1g→e, q(i))
// F (e, q(i)) ∋ y
F (h−1γ−1g, q(h−1i))
F (h−1γ−1g→e, q(h−1i)) ,,❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨❨❨❨❨❨
❨
F (h−1γ−1g→h−1, q(h−1i))
// F (h−1, q(h−1i))
F (h−1→e, q(h−1i))

F (e, q(h−1i)) ∋ h−1y
This gives the same point in the quotient G ×H
(∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i))
)
. The other
choice in this construction was the choice of representative (s, g, x) of a point in the
domain. Any other representative takes the form (s, gk, k−1x), but this results in
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the same output, by appending the following diagram to the top of (26).
F (k−1, K)
F (k−1→k−1g−1γ, K)
// F (k−1g−1γ, K)
x ∈ F (e,K)
F (e→k−1g−1γ, K)
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣ F (e→g−1γ, K)
// F (g−1γ, K)
The outside square of this commutes, and the upper-left triangle when followed
clockwise brings x to k−1x. Therefore the bottom map on x (the original definition)
agrees with the diagonal map on k−1x, followed by the right vertical (the new
definition).
So we have a well-defined map of sets. It commutes with the projection to G/H
because both triples are sent to p(s) = γH. We check compatibility with the map
to X. Recall that q(i) = γ−1gK. Let ρ : F (e,K) → X and ρ′ : F (e, q(i)) → X be
the projections. Recall that although F (γ−1g, γ−1gK) is equal to F (e,K) as a set,
it has a different projection to X, namely γ−1g ◦ ρ. Since F sends each morphism
in EG×G/K to a map of retractive spaces, we get a commuting diagram
F (γ−1g, q(i))
γ−1g◦ρ ))❙
❙❙❙❙
❙❙❙❙
❙
F (γ−1g→e,q(i))
// F (e, q(i))
ρ′vv❧❧
❧❧❧
❧❧❧
X
Combining with Equation 26, we conclude γ−1gρ(x) = ρ′(y), or gρ(x) = γρ′(y).
But the triple (s, g, x) projects to gρ(x) and the triple (γ, i, y) projects to γρ′(y), so
our correspondence does indeed respect the projection to X.
The map we constructed above has an inverse that sends (γ, i, y) to (s, g, x) by
taking s = γi, g a lift of γq(i) ∈ G/H to G, and x the image of y under the
commuting maps in (26). The same commuting diagrams confirm that this is well-
defined, hence we have an isomorphism θH,K for each span S and functor F . It is
natural in F since all of the maps in Equation 26 commute with a map of functors
F → F ′. It is also natural in S: along any equivariant map of spans σ : S → S′,the
values of g and γ do not change, hence (σ(s), g, x) is sent to (γ, γ−1σ(s), y) =
(γ, σ(i), y). The fact that this last expression comes from bringing σ along the top
route, then applying it to (γ, i, y), is a bit of a diagram chase through [MM19b, Prop
4.10].
We extend the definition of θK,K to the formal unit 1G/K ∈ GE(G/K,G/K) by
noting that on the formal unit the square (25) strictly commutes, so we can just
define θK,K to be the identity. This extended θK,K is clearly an isomorphism and
natural in F . Naturality in S reduces to showing θK,K commutes with the canonical
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isomorphism between the identity and with composition with the span
S = G/K
♣♣♣
♣♣♣♣♣
♣♣ ◆◆◆
◆◆
◆◆◆
◆◆
G/K G/K.
In particular, we must show the following commutes, where the vertical maps are
the two canonical isomorphisms that are used when extending multiplication in GE
to the formal unit, and when extending the action of spans on retractive spaces to
the formal unit, respectively.
G×K F (e,K)
∼=

θK,K (on the formal unit)
G×K F (e,K)
∼=

G/K ×G/K (G×K F (e,K)) oo
θK,K (when S=G/K) // G×K (G/K ∗ F )(e,K)
We compute the bottom map at the point (gK,G, x) ∈ G/K × G × F (e,K) by
taking γ = g, then q(i) = K, and F (γ−1g → e, q(i)) is an identity map so y = x.
Along the canonical identifications we therefore get the identity of G×K F (e,K).
Now we let θH,K denote the pasting of the isomorphism above and the Beck-
Chevalley isomorphism from (3):
GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
∼

//
✖✖✖✖ BC
iΛR(X)hHδ
∼

GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
id×fK

//
✖✖✖✖ θH,K
iΛR(X)hHδ
fH

GE(G/H,G/K) ×GE(G/K,X) // GE(G/H,X).
We check that θH,K is natural in maps X → X
′ in the sense of Definition 2.26.
This breaks into two conditions, one for θH,K and one for the Beck-Chevalley map,
which are checked at each object in the source. For θH,K the condition holds because
the definition of θH,K ignores the projection to X, so it commutes with composing
that projection with a map X → X ′. The condition for the Beck-Chevalley map
is checked at each object of GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ , where it becomes the
commutativity of (13). In both cases if the span is the formal unit, the natural
isomorphism is an equality, so the condition follows immediately.
It remains to check the associativity and unit coherences from Definition 2.20.
The unit coherence is immediate because θK,K is an equality on the formal unit.
For the associativity coherence, it suffices to check it once on every isomorphism class
of objects, so we can discard the formal units from the categories GE(G/H,G/K).
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The associativity coherence cube then breaks into two cubes, joined along one square
face that has a Beck-Chevalley map. The top cube at the object (S, T, (U,F )) boils
down to standard pasting results about Beck-Chevalley isomorphisms on the grid
S ∗ T ∗ U
{{✈✈
✈✈
##❍
❍❍
❍
S ∗ T
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
T ∗ U
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
S
{{①①①
①①
##❋
❋❋❋
❋ T
{{①①①
①①
##❋
❋❋❋
❋ U
{{①①
①①
##❋
❋❋
❋
G/K G/H G/L G/J.
For the bottom cube, we need to show that the following two composites of 2-cells
agree:
GE(G/L,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
id×fK

++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
✝✝✝✝ θH,K
✤✤ ✤✤
 BC iΛR(X)
hL
δ
fL

GE(G/L,G/H) × iΛR(X)hHδ
fH

33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
✗✗✗✗ θL,H
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,G/K) ×GE(G/K,X)
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
GE(G/L,X)
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,X)
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
GE(G/L,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
++❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱❱
❱❱❱❱
❱❱
id×fK

✝✝✝✝ θL,K
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,G/K) × iΛR(X)hKδ
id×fK

33❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤❤
✗✗✗✗ =
iΛR(X)hLδ
fL

GE(G/L,G/K) ×GE(G/K,X)
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,G/K) ×GE(G/K,X)
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
++❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
❲❲❲❲❲
✤✤ ✤✤
 = GE(G/L,X)
GE(G/L,G/H) ×GE(G/H,X)
33❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣❣
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We check this at the triple (T, S, F ) where S and T are spans
T ∗ S
{{✈✈
✈✈
✈
##❍
❍❍
❍❍
T
s
{{①①①
①① r
##❋
❋❋❋
❋ Sp
{{①①①
①① q
##❋
❋❋❋
❋
G/L G/H G/K
and EG×G/K
F
−→ Rδ(X) is a functor.
The required commuting diagram is
G×L (T ∗ (S ∗ F ))(e, L)OO
θL,H

oo BC // G×L ((T ∗ S) ∗ F )(e, L)OO
θL,K

T ×G/H (G×H (S ∗ F )(e,H))
OO
T×G/H(θH,K)
(T ∗ S)×G/K (G×K F (e,K))
T ×G/H (S ×G/K (G×K F (e,K))) (T ×G/H S)×G/K (G×K F (e,K)).
We compare both routes from the lower-left to the top two terms, which expand out
as
T ∗ (S ∗ F )(e, L) =
∐
j∈s−1(L)
(S ∗ F )(e, r(j)) =
∐
j∈s−1(L)
∐
i∈p−1(r(j))
F (e, q(i))
(T ∗ S) ∗ F (e, L) =
∐
(j,i)∈T∗S,s(j)=L
F (e, q(i)).
and are identified in the obvious way. For simplicity, we can include further into
the sum over all j ∈ T and i ∈ S when checking that the two maps agree. Along
the left-hand route, (b, a, g, x) goes to
(b, a, g, x) ∈ T×G/H (S×G/K (G×K F (e,K)))
(b, γ, i = γ−1a, y) ∈ T×G/H (G×H
∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i)))
(ρ, j = ρ−1b, i = ρ−1a, z) ∈ G×L (
∐
j∈s−1(L)
∐
i∈p−1(r(j)) F (e, q(i)))
Recall γ is a representative of the H-coset p(a) and y is the image of x under the
map
F (e,K)
F (e→g−1γ,K)
−−−−−−−−−→ F (g−1γ,K) = F (e, q(γ−1a)),
which uses the equality q(γ−1a) = γ−1gK. Applying the formula again, ρ is a
representative of the L-coset s(b), and we find the image of (i = γ−1a, y) under the
map
(S ∗ F )(e,H)
(S∗F )(e→γ−1ρ,H)
−−−−−−−−−−−→ (S ∗ F )(γ−1ρ,H) = (S ∗ F )(e, r(ρ−1b))
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which uses the equality r(ρ−1b) = ρ−1γH. Expanding out this map gives the com-
muting diagram
∐
i∈p−1(H) F (e, q(i))
// ∐
i∈p−1(H) F (γ
−1ρ, q(i)) oo
∼= // γ−1ρ(
∐
i∈p−1(ρ−1γH) F (e, q(i)))
∐
i∈p−1(r(ρ−1b)) F (e, q(i)))
F (e, q(γ−1a) //
OO
F (γ−1ρ, q(γ−1a))
OO
γ−1ρF (e, q(ρ−1a))
OO
F (e, q(ρ−1a))
OO
where the horizontal maps on the left apply F (e → γ−1ρ, q(i)), the middle square
commutes by the definition of the top isomorphism, and the square on the right
commutes because γ−1ρ acts trivially on all morphisms in R(X). This gives (i =
ρ−1a, z) as the last two coordinates of the answer, where z ∈ F (e, q(ρ−1a)) is the
image of y along the bottom row.
The other route takes (b, a, g, x) to a possibly different value of (ρ, j, i, z). In
this case ρ is computed as a representative of the L-coset in the image of (b, a) ∈
T ∗ S, but this is the same as s(b), so we can take the same value for ρ. Then the
point (j, i) ∈ T ∗ S is computed as the image of (b, a) under ρ−1, so we again get
(ρ−1b, ρ−1a), as above. Finally, z in this case is the image of x under the map
F (e,K)
F (e→g−1ρ,K)
−−−−−−−−−→ F (g−1ρ,K) = F (e, q(ρ−1a)).
This agrees with the previous definition of z since the following diagram com-
mutes.
x ∈ F (e, K)
F (e→g−1ρ,K)
//
F (e→g−1γ,K)
yytt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
tt
t
F (g−1ρ,K)
F (ρ−1g, q(ρ−1a))
F (ρ−1g→e, q(ρ−1a))
// F (e, q(ρ−1a)) ∋ z
F (γ−1g, q(γ−1a))
F (γ−1g→γ−1ρ, q(γ−1a))
//
F (γ−1g→e, q(γ−1a))

F (γ−1ρ, q(γ−1a))
F (g−1γ, K) F (e, q(γ−1a)) ∋ y
F (e→γ−1ρ, q(γ−1a))
22❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡❡

4. The fiber map of the map Σ∞GX+ → AG(X)
In Section 3 we have constructed a map Σ∞GX+ → AG(X) as a map of spectral
Mackey functors (BWaldG -modules). Considering them now as G-spectra, the genuine
G-fixed points of both source and target satisfy tom Dieck splittings. By [BD17,
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Thm 1.2.], this map is compatible with the splitting on fixed points in the sense
that there is a commuting diagram in the homotopy category
(1) (Σ∞GX+)
G ≃ //

∏
(H)≤G Σ
∞(XHhWH)+

AG(X)
G ≃ // ∏
(H)≤GA(X
H
hWH)
and a similar commuting diagram on the H-fixed points for each subgroup H ≤ G.
Each of the vertical maps on the right is the usual inclusion of stable homotopy into
nonequivariant A-theory. We note that the model that we use for the fixed points
of the suspension G-spectrum is precisely that from [BD17], which we need for this
compatibility to work.
Diagram (1) implies that the fiber of the (Σ∞GX+)
G → AG(X)
G splits over con-
jugacy classes of subgroups. We next apply the nonequivariant stable parametrized
h-cobordism theorem to identify the terms in the splitting.
Definition 4.2. If M is a compact smooth manifold, let H(M) denote the space of
h-cobordisms on M . Let H∞(M) be the homotopy colimit of the spaces H(M × In)
along the stabilization maps from [Igu88].5
Theorem 4.3 (Stable parametrized h-cobordism theorem, [WJR13]). For a smooth
compact manifold M , there is a natural weak equivalence between H∞(M) and the
homotopy fiber of Ω∞Σ∞+M → Ω
∞
A(M).
Note that A(M) can be defined using either homotopy finite or homotopy finitely
dominated spaces in this theorem, because the difference only changes π−1 of the
homotopy fiber, and is therefore invisible once we take infinite loop spaces.
We cannot apply Theorem 4.3 right away because the homotopy orbitsMHhWH are
not a compact smooth manifold. However, it is standard to extend the definition
of H∞ to infinite CW complexes by writing them as a filtered homotopy colimit
of H∞ of the finite subcomplexes, thickened into compact manifolds. This can be
performed so that Theorem 4.3 holds with M replaced by any CW complex X.
We will describe this in detail only in the case when X = MHhWH ; in this case we
conclude in Corollary 4.6 that we can form the filtered colimit using representation
discs. We start with a definition and proposition necessary to make this construction
explicit.
5A new treatment of the definition of the stable h-cobordism space as an (∞, 1) functor is given
in [Pie18]. We revisit this definition and give a treatment of stable h-cobordism spaces for manifolds
with corners in upcoming work with Goodwillie and Igusa on spaces of equivariant h-cobordisms.
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Definition 4.4. Let X be a G-space. Define XH to be the subspace of X consisting
of points with isotropy group exactly H:
XH = {x ∈ H | Gx = H} = X
H\
⋃
K>H
XK .
If X is a smooth compact G-manifold, instead of removing XK , we remove an open
tubular neighborhood of XK . This produces a homotopy-equivalent version of XH
that is a smooth compact G-manifold with corners.
Proposition 4.5. Suppose X is a G-space. Then for each subgroup H, the collapse
maps D(V )→ ∗ induce an equivalence
α : colim
V
(X ×D(V ))H → X
H
Here the colimit is taken over inclusions of finite dimensional representations V of
G, inside a fixed complete G-universe. It contains a cofinal subsystem that is sequen-
tial (multiples of the regular representation), and the maps are closed inclusions, so
it is also a homotopy colimit.
Intuitively, Proposition 4.5 is true because as we multiply X by higher and higher-
dimensional representation discs, the codimension of the subspaces XK ⊆ XH goes
to infinity.
Proof. We show that the relative homotopy groups πn
(
XH , colim
V
(X×D(V ))H
)
are
trivial. Suppose that we have a diagram
Sn−1
γ //
 _
i

colim
V
(X ×D(V ))H
α

Dn
β //
γ˜?
88♣♣♣
♣♣♣♣
XH
Since Sn−1 is compact, γ factors through some stage V of the colimit,
γ : Sn−1 → (X ×D(V ))H .
Let ρ be the regular representation of G. Denote by p1 and p2 the projections to
the X and the D(V ) components. We will define a lift γ˜ : Dn → (X ×D(V ⊕ ρ))H .
Let yt be a point in D
n, where t indicates its position on the radius of Dn
parametrized by the unit interval, so that y0 is on the boundary S
n−1 and y1 is
the center of Dn.
Define the X-component p1 ◦ γ˜(yt) to be β(yt) ∈ X
H for any yt ∈ D
n. Now we
define the D(V ⊕ ρ)-component p1 ◦ γ˜(yt) so that when t > 0 it lands in D(V ⊕ ρ)H ,
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namely so that it is H-fixed but not K-fixed for any K > H. Let {χg} be a basis
of the regular representation ρ of G, and note that
∑
h∈H
χh has isotropy exactly H.
We define the map
γ˜ : Dn → D(V ⊕ ρ)
by
yt 7→


(
(p2 ◦ γ)(y0), 2t
∑
h∈H
χh
)
for t ≤ 12
(
(2− 2t)(p2 ◦ γ)(y0),
∑
h∈H
χh
)
for t ≥ 12
This assignment is easily seen to be continuous. When t = 0 it lands in (X×D(V ⊕
ρ))H because γ does. When t > 0 it lands in (X ×D(V ⊕ ρ))H because the second
coordinate is in D(V ⊕ ρ)H . 
Corollary 4.6. Suppose X is a G-space, and let H be a subgroup of G and WH
the Weyl group NH/H. There is an equivalence
XHhWH ≃ colim
V
(
((X ×D(V ))H)/WH
)
.
Proof. The map α is WH-equivariant, so the equivalence α induces equivalences
XHhWH ≃
(
colim
V
(X ×D(V ))H
)
hWH
≃ colim
V
(
((X ×D(V ))H)hWH
)
≃ colim
V
(
((X ×D(V ))H)/WH
)

Notation 4.7. To make the notation less unwieldy, for a fixed H, we will denote
the space ((M × D(V ))H)/WH by MV . Note that if M is a smooth compact
G-manifold, the spaces MV are smooth compact manifolds as well.
Corollary 4.8. H∞(MHhWH) ≃ colimV
H∞(MV ).
It remains to describe the behavior of A-theory on filtered colimits. We say that
a filtered diagram of closed inclusions of spaces {Xα}, with colimit X =
⋃
αXα, is
strongly filtered if any map from a finite CW complex K to X factors through some
Xα. In particular, sequential colimits along closed inclusions are strongly filtered.
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Proposition 4.9. If {Xα} is a strongly filtered system of spaces and X = colimXα,
then
colim
α
R(Xα)→ R(X)
is an equivalence of categories when both sides are restricted to homotopy finite
spaces.
Proof. If we restrict to homotopy finite spaces, any retractive space over X is equiv-
alent to a finite relative cell complex X → Y . The closure Y \X is covered by the
union of finitely many closed cells, each of which has projection landing in some
Xα, so the entire closure has projection landing in some Xα. Then Y is the pushout
in spaces of X and Y \ (X \ Xα) along Xα, and therefore Y comes from R(Xα).
Therefore the map from colim
α
R(Xα) is essentially surjective. A similar argument
shows it is also full, and it is faithful because a morphism of spaces over Xα can be
recovered from its pushout to X simply by deleting X \Xα. 
Proposition 4.10. If C = colim Cα is a filtered colimit of Waldhausen categories,
then the canonical map
hocolimK(Cα)→ K(C)
is an equivalence of spectra.
Proof. First note that a filtered colimit of Waldhausen categories is again Wald-
hausen. The proof is then is another exercise in filtered colimits, using the fact that
they commute with finite products, that a filtered colimit of simplicial sets is always
a homotopy colimit, and that homotopy colimits of spectra are computed by taking
the homotopy colimit of each spectrum level. See also [Qui73, page 20, (9)] for the
analogous result for exact categories. 
Corollary 4.11. If {Xα} is a strongly filtered system of spaces and X = colimXα,
then
hocolim
α
K(Rhf(Xα))→ K(R
hf (X))
is an equivalence of spectra, where hf means homotopy finite.
We now have all the ingredients we need to prove an equivariant stable parametrized
h-cobordism theorem.
Definition 4.12. Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold. Define HG(M) as the
fiber of the map Σ∞GM+ → AG(M) constructed in Section 3.
Theorem 4.13. Let M be a compact smooth G-manifold. On the infinite loop space
level, there is an equivalence
Ω∞HG(M)
G ≃
∏
(H)≤G
H∞(MHhWH),
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where H∞(X) is the stable h-cobordism space of X. An analogous result holds for
H-fixed points for subgroups H of G.
Proof. Since fibers commute with fixed points and since the fixed points of the map
Σ∞GM+ → AG(M) satisfy the compatibility from Equation 1, HG(M)
G splits over
conjugacy classes of subgroups (H), and we can identify the (H) component as
the fiber of Σ∞(MHhWH)+ → A(M
H
hWH). Moreover, since the infinite loop space
functor commutes with products, we can identify Ω∞HG(M)
G with the product of
the infinite loop spaces of the fibers of the (H) components of the map.
Recall Notation 4.7. By Corollary 4.6 and Corollary 4.11, we can express the map
Σ∞(MHhWH)+ → A(M
H
hWH) as map of homotopy colimits over representations V
hocolimΣ∞+MV → hocolimA(MV ).
By Theorem 4.3, since all MV are smooth compact manifolds, and since homotopy
fibers in spectra commute with homotopy colimits, we can identify the fiber of this
map with hocolimH(MV ), whereH(MV ) is the stable h-cobordism spectrum whose
infinite loop space is the stable h-cobordism space H∞(MV ).
Therefore, we can conclude that
Ω∞HG(M)
G ≃
∏
(H)≤G
Ω∞hocolimH(MV ),
Commuting the infinite loop space functor Ω∞ with the filtered homotopy colimit
and applying Corollary 4.8, we get the desired equivalence
Ω∞HG(M)
G ≃
∏
(H)≤G
H∞(MHhWH).

Remark 4.14. This version of the theorem relates the categorically-constructed
space Ω∞HG(M)
G to a product of spaces of nonequivariant h-cobordisms. In up-
coming joint work with Goodwillie and Igusa we define a single stable space of equi-
variant h-cobordisms that splits into the same product, and using Theorem 4.13
conclude that it is equivalent to Ω∞HG(M)
G.
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